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Introduction 
 
ChemDraw is a program for PC’s or Macs 
that helps you draw molecules and other 
chemical images such as equations and lab 
apparatus. You can also access chemical 
data through this program. 

We will be using this program in 
Chem 211 and 212 labs to draw molecular 
structures and equations for your e-labs. If 
desired, you may also use the clipware 
contained in the program to make drawings 
of glass ware and apparatus, in order to 
enhance your procedures sections.  

Wellesley College has a site license 
for this program. ChemDraw is installed on 
all of the Chemistry Department Computers 
in SCI 230. 
 

 

 

 

To download ChemDraw for use on your own computer, go to the CambridgeSoft 
website: 

http://scistore.cambridgesoft.com/sitelicense.cfm?sid=662 

Once you have entered your Wellesley email address, you’ll be sent a serial number that you will 
need for the download process. You should also create an account (Register) with 
CambridgeSoft, using your Wellesley email address and a password. If your serial number does 
not show up in your inbox within 24 hours, log into your account and click on “My Downloads”. 
Your serial numbers should be listed there. If your serial number is not listed, contact the Help 
Desk. 

Basic Drawing 
 
When you launch the ChemDraw program, you’ll see the document window (white space work 
area where you’ll assemble drawings), the Menu Bar (located across the top of the screen) with 
options such as File, View, Object, Structure, Text, etc. and the Main Toolbar (located beneath 
the Menu Bar, as shown below: 
 

 
 



The Main Toolbar contains several of the most commonly used bonds and molecular fragments, 

such as a straight line single bond , a double bond, and various ring structures. From the 
Main Toolbar, you can also erase what you have drawn, incorporate text, draw arrows, and show 
3-dimensional effects.  
 
For example, by selecting the single bond on the Main Toolbar and clicking in the document 
window, you will make a line drawing for ethane, a 2-carbon chain. (We’re assuming that there is 
a carbon atom at the end of each bond.) By clicking again at the end of the bond, you will make a 
line drawing of propane, which is a 3-carbon chain.  

Once you have made this structure, and selected it with the Marque tool , you can add 
the name of this molecule by choosing Structure…Convert Structure to Name on the Menu 
Bar. 
 

 
 

 
You can keep modifying this basic structure by adding additional bonds. You can also modify 

structures by incorporating text. For example by clicking on the text tool (A) located on the Main 
Toolbar, clicking on the end of the propane molecule,  and typing upper case OH Enter, you can 
make a skeletal structure of ethanol: 
 

 
 



The program will recognize this molecule and will automatically change the name of the molecule 
from “propane” to “ethanol”! 

 
Hot Keys 
 
Another way to build and modify structures is to use Hot Keys. For example, you can change 
ethanol to a totally different molecule by placing your cursor over the OH group and typing a 
lower case b to replace OH with bromine. You can also show any or all of the carbon atoms by 
placing the cursor over the atom and typing a lower case c. (An upper case C will change the 
atom to chlorine!) 
 

 
 

Here are some commonly used hot keys. A complete list may be found in Appendix I of the 
ChemDraw User’s Guide.  
 

Atom Label Key 
Br b 
C c 
Cl C or l 
Me m 
Na N 
O, OH o 
NH2 n 

 
You’ll find that ChemDraw is a very powerful and flexible program. In addition to using the basic 
drawing techniques and hot keys outlined above, practice using the various templates available 
through the View…Other toolbars option. You can even build your own templates! 
 
Try the tutorials available in the User’s Guide which is available from the Help option on the 
ChemDraw Menu. 
 


